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wre ha\ e a special name for tlie trees that come
from our tamis—^ArcticMist.'^' When you order
ArcticMist,'^^ you are not just buying a tree, but all
of the time, attention, and care—from seedling to
shipping— that goes into creating a safe, healthy, and
beautiful (Christmas tree.
We plant from seed to achieve mtudmum quality
control. All ArcticMist™ trees are heavily needled and
have dense conical shapes. Their lovely blue color, rich
fragrance, and good needle retention make them ideal
( Christmas trees. Fraser, balsam, w hire spruce, and pine
(\\ hire, scotch, and red) are a\'ailable. In addition, we
are introducing fralsam, a fraser-balsam cross. Wreaths are
also available.
Since our famis are in New Hampshire and
\ emiont, we har\ est our trees later in the season than
many other growers. We also do everything we can to
minimize moisture loss after harvest and during shipping.
\'ou can order the number of trees that is right for
you— from 25 to a trailer load. We can arrange shipping
or you may pick up the trees yourself We respect your
schedule and guarantee on time deli\er\ . Our trees arrive
individually wrapped and ready for sale. All nou need to
do is remove the wrappers and set the trees out—no
broken branches, no last minute trimming.
T.o place an order, or to receive specific information
about this year's trees:
(:allusatcS00/694-8722 or 6()3/2.i7-5702.
Sendiisafaxat603/237-843'^J.
( )r w rite to us at 38 Bridge Sl, Colebrook, NH 03576.
Our internet address is http://www.sibgotree.com
SibgoTree
Company
We fwow what you want for Christmasl
CALENDAR CONTENTS
February
17 Green \ndusiry \ob Fair, Putnam
Hall, UNH, Durham, NH; lohn Hart
at 603-862-1091.
18 \ntregrated Pest Management (IPM)
'Workshop, Longfellow's Greenhouse,
Manchester, ME; )ames Dill at
207-581-3879.
18 VAPH Annual Winter Meeting,
Holiday Inn, Rutland, VT; Connie
Gardner at 802-253-8565.
19-22 The Rfiode Island Spring Flower
and Garden Show ("Century in
Bloom "I, Rhode Island Convention
Center, Providence, Rl; Nancy Syme
at 1-800-766-1670.
19-22 The Seventeenth Annual Connecticut
Flower and Garden Show ("Watch Us
Grow'l, Connecticut Expo Center,
Hartford, CT; 860-529-2123
20 IPM VJorkshop, Vermont Techni-
cal College, Randolph Center, VT;
Margaret Skinner at 802-656-5440.
27 Ecological Landscaping Association's
Winter Conference, Holiday Inn,
Boxborough, MA; Nancy Askin at
978-897-7490.
March
3-5 New England Regional Turf
Conference, Providence, Rl; Contact
NERTCS at 401-848-0004.
5 Perennial Plant Conference, Bishop
Continuing Education Center,
University of Connecticut, Storrs,
CT; Tim Abbey at 860-345-4511.
7-15 New England Flower Show
("Gardening Lifestyles"), Bayside
Exposition Center, Boston, MA;
617-536-9280.
10 Community Tree Conference,
Stockbridge Hail, UMass, Amherst;
Dennis Ryan at 413-545-6626.
11-15 Portland Flower Show ("Poetry
in the Garden"), Portland Company
Complex, Portland, ME; 207-225-3998.
13-15 Vermont Flower Show, Sheraton
Burlington Conference Center,
Burlington, VT; 802-253-8565.
16 Workshop: "Computer Applications
and WWW for Ornamentals Firms,"
(sponsored by UNH Cooperative
Extension), Cole Hall, UNH,
Durham, NH; Nancy Adams at
603-679-5616.
17 Workshop: "Computer Applications
and WWW for Ornamentals Firms,"
College of Lifelong Learning,
Lebanon, NH; 603-679-5616.
18 New Hampshire Landscape
Association Spring Conference,
Thompson School, UNH, Durham,
NH; Guy Hodgdon at 1-800-639-5601.
20-23 "The Breath of Spring" Flower
Show ("Flowers in Wonderland"),
Cheshire Ice Arena, Keene, NH;
Steve Curtin at 603-355-6335, ext. 161.
22 FTDA Wedding Design Show and
Hands-on Workshop with Ned Davis,
Carbone's, Bedford, NH; Betty
Covey at 603-893-4578.
23 Workshop: "Computer Applications
and WWW for Ornamentals Firms,"
Plymouth State College, Plymouth,
NH; 603-679-5616.
25 UNH Greenhouse Facility Tour,
Durham, NH, sponsored by NH
Chapter, New England Wild Flower
Society; Anne Moore at 603-964-1982.
27-28 UNH Greenhouse Open House,
Thompson School and Plant
Biology Greenhouses, University
of New Hampshire, Durham, NH;
Otho Weils at 603-862-3208.
27-29 Seacoast Flower, Home and
Garden Show ("Country Gardens"),
Whittemore Arena, UNH, Durham,
NH; 603-356-7750.
27-29 Flower, Home and Garden





Events; Thompson School, UNH,
Durham, NH; Dave Howell at
603-862-1760.
3-5 Bangor Garden Show, Bangor Au-
ditorium, Bangor, ME; 207-947-5555.
24 Arbor Day
24-26 Seventh Annual New Hampshire
Orchid Society Show, Nashua
National Guard Armory, Daniel
Webster Highway, Nashua, NH;
loanna Eckstrom at 603-654-5070.
May
8-18 Canadian Tulip Festival, Ottawa,
Ontario, and Hull, Quebec; 613-
567-5757.
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CONTAIHERS FILLED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS!
Wg can custom-til anijthinql
...ipom p uq T ats fo nanqinq baskets,
...fo manij other varieties ot containers.
We can ship a/iywAwetrom our Southeastern NH Location!
We also offer ON-SITE machine rental service.
We're very serious about
biological pest control.
Are you ready?
lor prices and mtormaiion
The Green Spot, Ltd.
603/942-8925
Fax 603/942 8932 E mail GrnSptiginternetMCI com

























Mount Vernon. WA 98273
I Hundreds of greenhouse ovi'ners are saving
up to 50% on fuel costs year after year!
I No blowing dust or disease
I Virtually noiseless for more comfortable
working conditions.
I Zone temperature controlled to allow various
areas to be heated separately.
I The only gas-fired, vacuum-vented, infrared
tube heating system manufactured in the
United States that is designed with small
burners firing down the same tube to produce
more uniform heat.
I Gro«rth Zone Heating technicians will design
a system for your greenhouse range and will
prepare a price quote and estimated payback
analysis based on your projected savings.
r^ V
Components Manufactured by RobCrtS L^J GrOrdOIl.Inc.
CO HAY VAC features burners in series beaming
heal down entire tube length to plants and soil below.
THE PLANTSIWAN
FROM THE BOARD
Hiring This Year's Crew
George Timm
Most of us at this time of year are busy planning
for the coming spring. Among the many tasks at
hand are hiring part-time or new employees Part-time
or seasonal employees make up the bulk of our work
force, but how do we attract them to an
industry that is largely manual labor and
works outdoors in all sorts of weather?
We follow a simple hiring procedure
that over the years has helped provide us
with people who want to be here and en-
joy the opportunity to work
Several sources are used to attract
potential candidates. Among them are
newspaper advertising, posters around
town, and word-of-mouth or referrals.
While traditional advertising produces
many responses, referrals offer the bet-
ter candidates. Ask your current employ-
ees who they know; use your local
chamber of commerce; contact the high
school guidance department or career
placement office. When talking with
these people, ask them who they know who "likes
the outdoors" or "enjoys meeting people" rather than
who would be "a good weed-puller" or "plant sales
assistant."
Once a contact has been made, set the first inter-
view for a time you would normally start work or
before. ..say, 7:00 am. This tells you right away if this is
a morning person or someone who stays out all night
and would have a problem arriving on time every day.
Have the candidate fill out a simple application listing
name, address, work history, and educational back-
ground. Also ask a few non-traditional questions, such
as "What are your non-work interests?" or "What are
some of your personal goals and objectives?" Next,
take the candidate for a tour, during which you can give
a brief company history.
Now comes the question-and-answer period (15-20
minutes). Give the prospect a written job description
listing responsibilities, duties, etc., to read while you
are reading over their application Ask questions like
"For you, what is important about working?" or "Tell me
about a favorite working experience." Try to match their
goals to the company. Review specifics such as hours,
clothing, lunch break, any equipment needed (pocket
knife, pruning shear, etc.) Close this part of the inter-
Once a contact has
been made,
set the first interview
for a time
you would normally
start work or before...
say, 7:00 am.
view by asking for their commitment to be a candidate
for the position. If they say yes, then hand them a
sheet asking for prior work references (three or four)
and personal references (two or three). Have them take
this with them to mail back to you once
completed. Thank them for their time
and say that you will get back to them
once you have checked their references.
Having the candidates mail back
their references forces them to expend
a certain amount of energy You'll find
that those people who take the time to
do this are more committed to your op-
portunity than if they'd been offered
a position at the conclusion of the
interview.
Check references! I can't stress this
enough! I know we are all busy, but
this is one of the most important steps
in hiring quality people. Ask the refer-
ence to verify some of the information
the candidate provided. Ask the type
of work done, earnings, supervisory responsibilities,
how their performance compared with others, why the
candidate left, if the reference would rehire, what—if
anything—interfered with their work. ..strong points,
weak points. ..and, lastly, thank them for their time
and input.
Call the candidate and arrange for a second inter-
view (10-15 minutes). At this time, you should reaffirm
the position's requirements and responsibilities and the
candidate's commitment. Ask for clarification of any
questions raised from your conversations with the refer-
ences. Ask if they have any questions. Be sure that the
candidate is willing to accept the physical nature of the
work, weather, bugs, etc. Ask if they're willing to com-
mit to the position's duties, hours, etc. Offer them the
position.
By using these steps, we've been able to hire em-
ployees who are committed to our business. We've had
fewer people work for a week and decide this isn't for
them and have cut down on absenteeism. Try these
techniques yourself this spring and let me know how
well they work for you.
George Timm is at Davis Brook Farm in Hancock and can be
reached at 603-525-4728.
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Membership Drive!
We are looking for a few good (new) members.
WHO DO YOU KNOW? Pass this on to someone—garden center, grower, florist, allied industry
professional—who'd benefit from membership. The more members we have in our organization,
the more we can do for you and our industry.
WHY |OIN? Here a just a few of the many reasons:
Twilight Meetings. A chance to visit horticultural operations around the state, talk with
your colleagues, and see how another business solves the same problems you have.
Summer Trade Show. Our big event! An opportunity to meet directly with your suppli-
ers, make new contacts, and enjoy a great barbecue.
The Plantsman. The best horticultural association publication in the Northeast. Free with
every paid membership. Helps keep you up to date on our industry events, news, and
legis-lation, along with timely articles for better business management.
Legislative Issues. The more members, the more clout we'll have on the political front in
Concord. Currently we're working to standardize the definition of a temporary greenhouse
(hoop house). We are trying to pass state legislation that would allow non-permanent struc-
tures a tax-exempt status.




It's in the Mail!
JANUARY 7: All the teaching mate-
rial which the NHPGA is donating
to Ag in the Classroom is finally in
The 4-H series, "Exploring the
World of Plants and Soils," will be
sent out this week to all schools
that purchased Barn Boxes in the
past and copies will be available
for future Bam Box purchases
A Bam Box is a collection of teach-
ing materials (its container is a box
shaped and painted to look like a
bam) to aid teachers in bringing agri-
culture to their classrooms^ Many agri-
cultural commodity groups sponsor
materials dealing with their own com-
modities. NHPGA's donation has kept
the cost of a box from increasing
while adding new materials—materi-
als dealing for the first time with
those basic components of the Green
December 23, 1997
Industry, plants and soil—^to those al-
ready included.
For information about purchasing
a Bam Box for your towns elemen-
tary school, please contact me, Ann
Hilton, at 603-435-6425 or Lisa





garden center located in
central New Hampshire. Great
exposure on heavily traveled















31 Murray Hill Road
Candia. NH 03034
Dear NH Plant Growers' Association:
On behalf of the New Hampshire students of agri-
cultural education and the trustees of the New
Hampshire FFA Foundation. I wish to sincerely
thank you for your recent donation. Your check for
the amount of 5100.00 will be deposited with the
FFA Foundation account and be used to support
FFA members' learning opportunities.
It is through the generosity of people like you
that it is possible for us to offer challenges and
recognition to the young people involved in the
FFA Your investment in society's young leaders is
appreciated! Thanks so very much for the support
of the FFAl
Could any of these current issues
impact your business or livelihood?
Richard L. Barker. Ph.D.
FFA State Advisor
NH FFA Foundation Trustee
* Current Use & Zoning
* Greenhouse taxation
* Pesticide regulations
* Motor Vehicle laws & Ag
* Agricultural employee laws
New Hampshire Farm Bureau
has, over the years, led the way on legislative
issues that affect New Hampshire's farms and
agricultural businesses. We will continue to
do so Into the future and hope to involve more
of you, our friends & colleagues involved in
horticulture in N.H.
If you answered yes to the question above
and would like more information on what
benefits Joining N.H.F.B. will bring to you,
please contact:
Wend le Loomis at 224-1934
Sponsored by Merrimack County Farm Bureau
FEBRUARY MARCH . 1998
Scholarships Awarded
The New Hampshire Plant Growers'
Association awarded two $500 scho-
larships at its 1998 Winter Meeting.
Both recipients are in the Horticul-
ture Curriculum of the Thompson
School of Applied Sciences, UNH,
Durham; both already work in horti-
culture in New Hampshire and plan
to make some aspect of the horti-
cultural field their life's work.
Christina Elwood, Londonderry,
lives on her family's fruit and veg-
etable farm and has spent much of
life working there. This—and four
years studying horticulture in high
school—has led her to pursue a ca-
reer in the greenhouse business. "1
plan to continue working in the
family business and expand it by
installing many greenhouses, where
I would be in charge of running the
houses and taking care of the
plants Continuing our family busi-
ness and providing the public with
the best quality products are very
important to me."
NEW HAMPSHIRE NEWS
Ryan Kuczewski, Deerfield, be-
gan working at Van Berkum Nursery
about five years ago. He's contin-
ued to work there, enjoying being
outside and learning about plants
and how to care for them properly.
"I always knew I wanted to do
something in the horticultural field.
In the future, I would like to own
my own business. At this point, I'm
pretty sure I want to have a full
landscape company. The more I
learn at school, the more I feel it is
really important to know as much
as possible about running a busi-
ness before jumping into one."
Congratulations We offer both of
you best wishes for success in the
future.
A Mountain Landscape
The New England Wild Flower Soci-
ety (NEWFSl and the Appalachian
Mountain Club (AMC), two major
regional conservation organizations,
have joined forces to relandscape
sections of AMC's Pinkham Notch
Visitor Center in Gorham, New
Hampshire. The two organizations,
with special support from the Wild
Flower Society's New Hampshire
Chapter, are now involved in the
early planning stages. Initial design
concepts include wildlife plantings,
an educational native plants dis-
play using indigenous local species,
and a wildflower meadow. Funding
is still being sought.
This is not the first time AMC
has worked with the Wild Flower
Society in the White Mountains For
several years, the Conservation De-
partment of the Society has worked
with botanists from the White
Mountains National Forest and AMC
to enhance the populations of the
rare alpine, Potentilla robbinsiana, on
the slopes of Mount Washington.
A Cultural Shift
Bedford, New Hampshire: "Amish-
man Michael Stoltzfus has linked
his old-world craftsmanship to New
Hampshire native Steve Mc-Gilvary's
Wholesale Horticultural Distribution Centers %^
GreatSelection:
Shade, Flowering & Evergreen Trees,
Deciduous & Evergreen Shrubs,
Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Perennials & More. . .
.
Available All Season Long
In The Sizes & Quantities You Require!
DEDICATED TO SERVING:
The Professional Landscaper,
Nurseryman, Grounds Manager and
Golf Course Superintendent, with
the highest quality & selection ofplant
materials & horticultural supplies.
Distributors of:
• Lofts TiiRF Seed
• A.NDERSON Turf Fertilizer
• LF,BA^oN Turf Fertilizer














• Par Aide Golf Accessories
• AND MUCH MORE!
Two Locations For Yovr CoNVEr^iENCE:
16 Pinkham Rd West U.S. Route 5




modern-day marketing to create a
unique and profitable business re-
lationship. This represents a major
cultural shift in the Amish commu-
nity of Lancaster County, Pennsylva-
nia.
McGilvary met up with Stoltzfus
over a year ago while on vacation
in Lancaster County and was intro-
duced to the old-style wooden
wheelbarrows handmade by the
Stoltzfus family. The New Englander
immediately felt these wheelbar-
rows would be a hit in today's mar-
ket where old-world charm is very
much in vogue."
Because developers have taken
much of the farmland around,
Stoltzfus needs to make it as a
businessman, but he's also eager to
avoid mainstream American life in
order to protect his culture's val-
ues. Church doctrine forbids cars,
computers, and faxes; welding
methods and machinery are off-lim-
its.
Hand-made wheelbarrows come
in two sizes— "full" and "junior;" a
catalog showcasing these and other
woodcrafts is in the works.
For information, contact Steve
McGilvary, Misty Parker Gifts, 67
South River Road, Bedford, New





The 1998 session of the New
Hampshire General Court has been
in business since early January
"Here are some of the bills af-
fecting agriculture that have been
proposed: "clarification of the defi-
nition of the terms 'agriculture,'
farm,' and "farming;' restrictions on
the use of sludge and biosolids on
agricultural land (several bills); set-
ting up a panel to update fence
laws; expanding the definition of
the term "livestock;' establishing an
integrated pest management fund
and a pesticide cleanup fund; pro-
viding for "loser pays' costs of de-
fending agricultural nuisance suits;
and banning aerial spraying of her-
bicides.
There's an 'agricultural dispar-
agement' law proposed, along with
a measure to set up a study of
ways to manage land so as to pro-
tect farmland, rural character, and
the environment.
And there's a bill that would set
up a special conservation license
plate like some other states have
that would raise money for conser-
vation efforts.
Bill hearings are often scheduled
on short notice. Contact with your
local legislator, using Farm Bureau's
excellent legislative tracking report,




An Important theme in our renovation of the University of New
Hampshire greenhouses is the demonstration of a wide variety of
technologies. An Important example Is our choice of benches. By the
time the summer meeting of the NHPGA (which will be hosted here at
UNH) comes around, we will be able to show you benches from
Agrodynamics, Harnois, |aderloon, Midwest Cromaster, Rough Brothers,
Star Steel, XS Smith, and TAK Equipment. Many of these benches have
been kindly donated by manufacturers to support the UNH ornamentals
program and local Industry.
Having this diversity In equipment in our 'Technology Showcase' has
several advantages. Our students will gain experience from growing
plants using a variety of systems that Includes ebb-and-flood, hand-
watering, drip tubing, on -floor production, and trough. We can evaluate
these systems in an objective manner. We also hope that you as growers
will visit our facility to help choose what systems are best suited to your
needs.
Something we are very proud of in New Zealand is "Iclwl ingenuity,"
which comes down to inventing cheap home-made solutions that gener-
ally Involve the use of No. 8 fencing wire. It seems the equivalent key
Ingredients here In New Hampshire are duct tape and baling twine. In
addition to the commercial products we are demonstrating at the UNH
greenhouses, we would like you to share your favorite design for a
home-made free-standing bench so that we can build It for our student
and research use. Size of the bench should be 4'xl4'. We will attach a
sign to the bench Indicating the source of the design.
No matter how high- or low-tech your greenhouse. It's the people
that are the key to growing high-quality plants. We are very fortunate to
have hired a new assistant greenhouse manager at UNH—David
Coudreault. Many of you will know David from his experience as a
grower and salesperson here In New Hampshire. Hiring experienced and
motivated staff Is a crucial step towards making our greenhouse a top-
class facility for helping NH Industry and we welcome David to our team.
Paul Fisher, Department of Plant Biology, Spaulding Hall G-44, University of
New Hampshire, Durham. NH 03824 can be reaced By phone at 603-862-4525,
6y fax at 603-862-4757, or by e-mail at prf@hopper.unh.edu.





Varieties: Red Sunset'", Autumn Flame "
(PP. 2377). and Armstrong
specimen quality, own root (no incompatibility
problems), high limbed for street and commercial use
604 Main Street, Cromwell, CT 06416
Phone (203) 635-5500 FAX (203) 635-3685
jl^^Kk Trees Since 1929
^illaiie 9?ursenes3nc.
Growing 500 Acres of New England s Finest Trees i Shrubs
Perennialplants
& Herbs




171, GRAND RANG • ST-THOMAS-D'AQUIN
ST-HYACINTHE. P.Q. CANADA
HIGHWAY #20, EXIT 123
Phone: 1 800 565-PION







271 North Village Road, Loudon, NH 03301
Phone 603-783-9561 Fax 603-783-9562
75 Chestnut Hill, Route 190
Stafford Spnngs, CT 06076
W.H. MILIKOWSKI, INC.
Greenhouse Supplies & Equipment
Plants Bulbs
All Your Greenhouse Needs
'Our Goal Is Your Success'
David E. Goudreault




ELSEWHERE IN THE NEWS
Seminars and
Conferences
The University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut, is sponsoring
a Perennial Plant Conference, to
be held at the Bishop Continuing
Education Center on Thursday,
IVlarch 5.
This all-day conference focuses
on herbaceous perennial produc-
tion and landscape use. Two con-
current sessions on production
and landscape/retail topics are of-
fered— all topics selected to ap-
peal to nursery and greenhouse
producers, landscapers, retail dis-
tributors, and designers. Speakers
include |oe Eck, North Hill Design
Associates, MA ("Embellishing the
Late Season Border"), Dale Hen-
dricks, North Creek Nurseries, PA
("New and Different Perennials for
Production"), and )ohn Mickel,
New York Botanical Garden, NY
("Ferns for American Gardens").
Pesticide applicator recertification
credits will be available. A prereg-
istration fee of $50. (check pay-
able to the University of Connecti-
cut) is due by February 26.
For further information, contact
Tim Abbey, the program coordina-
tor, at 860-345-451 1.
The New England Regional Turf-
grass Conference and Show (NERTCS)
will take place March 3-5 at the
Rhode Island Convention Center
in Providence Presented by the
New England Turfgrass Founda-
tion, the conference will be a ma-
jor educational and networking
opportunity for professionals in
the turf industry in the Northeast.
NERTCS is a combination of the
annual Massachusetts, Rhode Is-
land, and New Hampshire turf
shows and will include representa-
tives from all six New England
states. New York, and New |ersey.
The show's educational program
includes sessions on golf, lawn
and landscape, athletics, public
and private turf management, and
facility maintenance; pesticide ap-
plicator recertification credits will
be available. An extensive trade
show will bring together 300 in-
dustry exhibitors from throughout
North America. |im Palmer, Hall of
Fame pitcher for the Baltimore
Orioles, will be the honored guest
and keynote speaker (he'll be
speaking on March 3 at 3pm and
sign autographs on the trade show
floor between 4 and 7).
For more information, call the
NERTCS office at 401-848-0004.
i^ews, ioeos
weo p»*esence
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• snop in out* secure-transaction
store
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ELSEWHERE IN THE NEWS
"Building Ecological Landscapes:
New Tools and Hands-on Tech-
niques," a winter conference co-
sponsored by the Ecological Land-
scaping Association, UMass Exten-
sion, and the New England Wild
Flower Society, will be held on
February 27 at the Holiday Inn
Conference Center in Boxborough,
Massachusetts.
This year's program "demon-
strates the practical aspects of
ecological landscape management
with a detailed look at all the
pieces needed to generate a
profit from ecologically sound
landscapes " The keynote speaker
is Douglas Kane, Professor of En-
vironmental Design at Delaware
Valley College. This recipient of
the Heritage Conservancy 1997
Partnership Award for "outstanding
community involvement in pre-
serving, promoting, and integrat-
ing the natural landscape into the
built environment" will speak on
"The Ecologically Appropriate
Landscape."
For information, contact Kathleen
Carroll, UMAss Extension, at 413-
545-0895 or Cheryl Lowe, NE Wild
Flower Society, at 508-877-7630,
extension 3401
Tax Rules Clarified
lANLA Tax Mert. December, 1997)
On November 28, the Internal
Revenue Service issued An-
nouncement 97-120, bringing needed
clarity to a tax rule proposed
earlier.
In so doing, the IRS publicly
announced that nursery and
greenhouse growers using the cur-
rent farming exception under Sec-
tion 263A of the Internal Revenue
Code are permitted to deduct ap-
plicable costs "even if the plants
are partly grown by another per-
son or are grown by the nursery in
temporary containers ' Moreover,
the IRS announced that the trou-
bling phrase "merely buying and
selling" used in the earlier pro-
posed rule with respect to grow-
ers refers only to taxpayers who
merely buy and resell plants
grown entirely by others
The IRS proposal had implicitly
suggested two distinct issues that
could impact nursery and green-
house growers, namely that nei-
ther plants grown in containers




2 1/2" Geraniums (year round)
4" Pre-finished Geraniums
2 1/2" Ivy Geraniums & Fuchsia
Martha Washington Geraniums
Spring Hanging Baskets, Lilies/Bulbs
Azaleas, Cyclamen, Poinsettias, Foliage
J.B. CARPENTER & SON, INC.
603/659-3391
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ELSEWHERE IN THE NEWS
capable of further cultivation and
development. On its face, the pro-
posal injected a high and new
degree of uncertainty and ambigu-
ity that, at best, could have re-
sulted in protracted conflicts be-
tween growers and overly aggres-
sive tax examiners. At worst, it
could have established a string of
unfavorable tax rulings for the en-
tire greenhouse and nursery in-
dustry. Over the long term, it is
increasingly clear that, if you sell
directly to the end-user or con-
sumer, the IRS will be taking an
increasingly limited view of who is
a farmer.
The American Nursery and
Landscape Association (ANLA)
welcomes and appreciates not
only the clarification that the IRS
has issued, but also the speed
with which it was announced.
(Also noteworthy is ANLA's
grassroots power. ANLA received
copies of 723 letters sent to the
IRS in just a ten-day turnaround
period. ANLA also estimates that
in this same time period, congres-
sional offices received nearly
2100 letters protesting the IRS
rule.)
For more, contact Ben Bolusky
at 202-789-2900.
A Useful Publication
[Greenhouse Grower, December, 19971
As consumers look for new crops,
it behooves the grower to produce
them well. Sometimes information
on how to do this is hard to find
For that reason, the Ohio Florists'
Association (OFA| has published
Tips on Growing Specialty Potted Crops.
The book—compiled through the
efforts of 30 of the industry's
leading experts—focuses on grow-
ing tips for African violet, alstro-
meria, florist azalea, caladium,
lisianthus, primula, and more. The
publication is available to OFA
members for $30. and for non-
members, $35. For more informa-
tion, contact OFA Services, Inc.,
2130 Stella Court, Suite 200, Co-
lumbus, Ohio 43215. The phone
number is 614-487-1 I 17.
UConn 'Wedding Bells'
(Connecticut Nurserymens
Association News to Use,
lanuary, 19981
Dr. Mark Brand, Associate Profes-
sor, Department of Plant Science,
University of Connecticut, an-
nounces Halesia Carolina 'UConn
Wedding Bells. ' Discovered as an
»i
The Griffin Guru
It's a monumental job.
Keeping your benches full, fed, and pinched—plus moved or
spaced out, while being sure that the crop Is ready when your
customer wants It, Is a monumental |ob. A wise grower once said
that before you begin ordering supplies for the new year, stop and
review the previous year's records.
If you always keep updated and accurate records of everything
you did (good or bad) every year, you'll be that much smarter and
your crops will be that much better.
outstanding specimen in Colum-
bus, Ohio, the plant was ob-
served, propagated, and named
by Dr. Brand. UConn Wedding
Bells is a small flowering tree ex-
cellent for smaller properties
where blooms are important. Pro-
fuse white bell-shaped flowers oc-
cur annually in IVlay and at an
early age, making them readily
marketable at smaller sizes
Foliage is somewhat shiny; four-
winged fruits, conspicuous in the fall,
persist into early winter: bark is steel-
grey, streaked vertically with cream.
An understory tree (it can tolerate
some sun), it prefers moist, well-
drained, slightly acidic soils
The University of Connecticut is
requesting a five cents per plant
royalty, with funds returning to
the Ornamental Plant Develop-
ment and Evaluation Program in
the Department of Plant Science.
Softwood cuttings and tissue cul-
tures are available
For information, contact Dr.
Mark Brand at 860-486-2930
Palmer "Bill" Bigelow
Palmer "Bill" Bigelow, Jr., of Bigelow
Nurseries, Northboro, MA, passed
away on November 22, 1997.
A lifelong Northboro resident,
Bill served in the US Navy and
Coast guard and was a pilot in
World War II. In 1950, he took
over Bigelow Nurseries after work-
ing there since childhood. He
served as AAN president in 1975-
76 and presided over the associa-
tion's annual convention in Bos-
ton. Bill also served on the White
House Grounds Committee since
the Johnson administration and
was elected to the Nurserymen's
Hall of Fame in 1989.
It's suggested that memorial
contributions be made to the
Timothy Bigelow Scholarship Fund
by contacting Ashby P. Ruden, HRI
administrator at ANLA (telephone:
202-789-2900).
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THE GREEN SPOT
To Screen or Not to Screen...
That Is the question—especially If you're devel-
oping a pest management plan for a green-
house. To answer that question, take a look around
the building site to determine what flora and
fauna exist and remember this: screens will keep
most bugs out, but will also keep most bugs In.
The Urban Jungle—concrete for as far as the eye
can see. The only pests likely to enter the green-
house are the ones which are already on the plant
material. The Influx of site-borne pests—and
beneflclals—will probably be very limited. Screens
might be a good Idea, but only If pest-rldden
plants can be Identified and culled out prior to in-
stalling them In the main structure. A holding
house should be at the ready.
The Farm Land—cornfields and grasslands
abound. Both are magnets for both beneflclals and
pests. Screening will probably be a must. Left
alone, the surrounding area should create a nice,
healthy diversity. Mid- to late-season harvesting of
surrounding areas, though, may create havoc. There
are enough thrlps trying to get into a greenhouse
at year's end as It is. Clear-cut their harborage
and they're likely to swarm In and the beneflclals
are apt to not follow and you'll be stuck with a
terrible Imbalance.
The Back Woods—old growth, new growth, lots
of growth, lots of diversity. This Is probably a
good candidate for an open-system, no-screen
greenhouse. Pests and beneflclals will make cameo
appearances all season long and should keep
themselves In check. As with any situation, proper
scouting and record-keeping. In addition to proper
spot treatments, should provide trouble-free grow-
ing without screening. Just remember that ail bugs
aren't bad and that Mother Nature Is capable of
keeping things In line, so don't freak out every
time a critter Is spotted.
Screens can reduce air circulation and hamper
cooling; they can contribute to the growth of dis-
eases, trap pests in with the plants, kill intro-
duced beneflclals trying to come and go, exclude
native beneflclals trying to get In to help. Screens
can Isolate your problems and successes, but can
also put you at odds with nature.
The lack of screens can allow nature to work
with you, but in the wrong area, can leave you
open to nature's wrath.
Consider screening only In late summer and
fall—when pests are looking for an overwintering
refuge. But before you go ahead, look around to
see what kind of area you're in and what your
goals will be. If bugs cannot be tolerated: screen.
And while you're at it (so the |ob Is done right),
consider pouring a concrete floor. Installing door-
way blowers, and having a quarantine greenhouse
situated on-site.
Be warned though, that if you're going to battle
nature, you may want to grow the less Inviting
plastic plants instead.
Mike Cherim, president of the Green Spot, Department
of Bio-\ngenuity, 93 Priest Road, Nottingham, NH
03290-6204, can be reached at 603-942-8925.
PRUNERS SPRAYING ACCESSORIES-
OESCO, INC. • PO Box 540 • Rte. 116 • Conway, MA 01341
800-634-5557 • 413-369-4335 • FAX 413-369-4431 • www.oescoinc.com • email:info@oescoinc.com
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Newton Greenhouse




from 3" to 10" pots
Holiday, bedding plants &. dish gardens
Year-round cut Snaps, Gloxinias & African Violets
Liscensed propagator






Call the experts at Rough Brothers for Information and





• The "2100" gutter-connected house
• Free-standing poly arch houses
• Techlite glazing
• Ro-Flo benches
• Ebb & Flo benches
Distributors of
• Alcoa Aluminum Fin Heating
• Heating and ventilating equipment
• Maintenance supplies, glass, parts
...and more
Rough Brothers







^ This Is What We Grow At MiUican Nurseries.
Temperature & Misting Controls
for Greenhouses of all sizes
Sunny day mistingMisting automatically adjusts
with changes in sunlight
rain or shine!!!
reduce disease, increase yields,
reduce labor, reduce rooting lime
Rainy day
misting







2-stages of heating control . and
3-stages of cooling control with
horizontal airflow (circulation); or
4-stages of cooling; or roof vents;
or side-curtains.
DlFtrol24A ($575)
MiniTempl : New Bottom Heat Controller with
electronic precision in Splash-proof enclosure
Proud to have New England Distributor




A world leader in development, production and sales of horticultural products
(growers, greenhouses and wholesale only)
Only the finest floral products bear the Yoder name. You can see them on television and in picture spreads in leading publications. In







Asters • Keepeake Azaleas • Foliage • Fomeettlae * Frophet eerlee qarden vnume • Pot Mume
Koeee • Dahliae * Hiblecue * Ne^f Ou\nea lmpat\ene * drokered Fluqe and Geramume> * Perenntab
...somethings to grow on
Rolling Green
Landscaping &. Nursery
400 varieties of perennials -^ Annuals & herbs
Ornamental trees, shrubs & vines -ft Trellises
Wholesale prices available »> Call for 1996 listing




Catalogs. Bnwhures. Anniuil Reports. Web Sites. Special F.vents
Richard H Raymond
Specuiliziiig in }lorluiiUural Images
Traditional and Digital Photographic Services
Blue Heron Images. 1 Consuble Road Durham. NH 03824 Phone (603)659-7.?13
'^^?<K*?'^ ^jHrden Center
Consultations and Landscaping Designs
Greenhouses, Nursery, Craft, and Christmas Shop
656 South Mammoth Road (Rte. 28A)
Manchester, NH 03109
(603) 625-8298
Perennials, Plugs, Geraniums, Preflnished Mums
Bulbs, Holiday Crops, Flowering Plants
Joseph Giannino Co.
Representing Fine Growers
of Quality Plant Material
P.O. Box 757, Rowley, Massachusetts 01969
Telephone: 888/948-2001; Fax: 508/948-8167
MICHAUD
Nurseries & Greenhouses, Inc.
Route 85, PO Box 334, Exeter, NH 03833
(603) 772-3698
Wholesale & Retail








io6 Bonds Corner Road, P.O. Box 476





Last October, my husband Rick and I took a week-
end field trip into Maine to see a couple of the
gardens in the brochure "Horticultural Highlights
of Maine." I had picked up the brochure at a garden
show a couple years before Our first stop was the
Maine State Arboretum in Augusta, specifically to see
the hosta collection. A short hike through open fields
and meadow took us to a birch-lined path under-
planted with an extensive hosta collection. Every color,
variegation, leaf shape, and size imaginable was repre-
sented. Even in October the hostas were spectacular,
especially with the backdrop of white birches with their
lemon-yellow foliage.
Our next stop was about 20 minutes away in
Vassalboro at Fieldstone Gardens, a perennial nursery
owned and run by Steve Jones. Steve is third genera-
tion on the property and, along with his dad, also main-
tains a meticulously managed tree farm that has won
regional and national recognition. Steve is an incredibly
passionate plantsman. You can feel it as soon as you
start up his driveway entrance into the nursery. His col-
lections of magnolias, lilacs and hostas (to name only a
few) are artfully planted in stone wall-edged borders
surrounding his nursery. Fieldstone Gardens extends its
fiscal season as retail nursery and landscape company
with a mail-order catalog for perennials. Most are sold
bareroot. It's a fine catalog with great descriptions on
his extensive line of perennials.
It is a trip I highly recommend. Steve was also very
generous on this October Sunday with his time: he gave
us the whole tour in his golf cart. He included his tree
farm with its ponds and groves. It is evident he works
seven days a week as a steward of his land and his
business.
Steve lones is also one of the organizers of the "Hor-
ticultural Highlights of Maine" brochure and he was very
generous to share the criteria used to organize it. Its
purpose is to be an informational brochure listing
Maine's unique and better nurseries and public gar-
dens. The target audience are the summer visitors,
summer residents, and year-round residents who are
looking for high quality, unusual plant material It is
distributed by the Maine Publicity Bureau, local cham-
bers of commerce, B&B's and through advertising in
places like DownEast and Yankee magazines
The Maine brochure was financed entirely by its par-
ticipants, because it was the fastest way to get it done
and there wasn't any public money available. However,
the State of Vermont publishes a brochure called "Ver-
mont Perennial and Herb Display Gardens," which is
underwritten by their Department of Agriculture.
The criteria that the Maine brochure uses for mem-
bership is the following:
1. A minimum of five years experience in horticul-
ture, preferably in Maine:
2. Display gardens or beds maintained for the
public, with plants labelled or knowledgeable
staff available to identify them;
3. A significant proportion of plant offerings that are
unusual, not generally seen in mainstream or
mass-market nursery trade;
4. All plants sold as hardy in Maine are tested
under local conditions. Again knowledgeable
service is the key;
5. A commitment to customer education and satis-
faction, as reflected by a truly competent staff.
No poorly trained personnel involved in answer-
ing questions pertaining to plant material.
The goal is not to establish an organization as such. No
meetings or social gatherings are planned. Participating
nurseries may be asked to handle response mail for
one or more advertisements of the brochure.
In Maine, three nurseries share the volunteer orga-
nizing/steering committee status: Fieldstone Gardens
(represented by Steve lones and Karen Mitchell),
Fernwood (Rick and Gail Sawyer), and Everlasting Farm
(Michael and Gail Zuck). There is also a two-tier mem-
bership: Tier One, for commercial nurseries with regular
hours is $200.00; Tier Two, for small or part-time nurs-
eries or gardens (no regular hours, by appointment
only), is $80.00. It was recommended that the published
descriptions (100 words or less) indicate the scale of
operation and what makes it unique.
I write this hoping to stir up interest with a couple
other nurseries to organize a similar brochure for pro-
moting New Hampshire's ornamental horticulture enter-
prises. If you are interested, please give me a call. If
you know someplace that should be promoted, please
give me a call. Until then, get out and visit some of the
great gardens within driving distance. It is good fuel for
firing up the passion it takes to get through another
growing and retail season.
helh Simpson, KoWmg Green Landscaping and NMrsery, 64
Breafefflsl Hill Koad, Greenland, NH 03840, can be reached at
603-436-2732.
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1997 Inspection Summary
Siegfried Thewfie, Tom Durkis, and \on ]anis
Cold injury led the list of problems plant growers
encountered early in the season Even pansies
can endure only so much cold weather, but with
bulging greenhouses and space at a premium, they
were often the first plants set outside As greenhouses
started opening up and growers were busy moving
stock outside, aphids appeared. The green peach aphid,
Myzus persicae, was the one most commonly encountered,
particularly in the southern part of the state. Necrotic
RING SPOT VIRUS, an ubiquitous problem on double im-
patiens seems to be getting worse each growing season.
Even some of the more conscientious growers were hit
hard by this disease.
Before the season commenced, one nursery dealer
received a shipment of inkberry plants, Uex, that was
heavily infested with leafminers, Phytomyza sp The
plants were purchased from a Virginia broker, but actu-
ally originated from the Carolinas. Fortunately, the
dealer noticed that the leaves weren't quite normal and
had Division inspectors examine the plants. This in-
quisitive and observant plant dealer ultimately pre-
vented the distribution of the infested plants.
Spider mite populations for nursery stock dealers were
high at some locations. Overcrowding, buying infested
stock, lack of inspection, and dry temperatures contrib-
uted to a healthy spider mite population. Tropical house
plants seemed to be the most common host. Annuals
such as marigolds, salvia, zinnia, dahlia, helianthus, and
ipomoea were frequently infested, along with many herbs
and perennials. Hollyhock, lilies, roses, scabiosa, and
salvia all were listed as having heavy mite populations
Inspectors once again found thrips to be the number
one greenhouse pest. Greenhouse thrips, Heliotkrips sp.,
commonly infested houseplants like nephthytis and
dieffenbachia while western flower thrips, Frankliniella
ocddenlalis, had a number of favorite hosts. Annuals such
as scaevola, brachycome, impatiens, ageratum, snapdragon,
gazania, marigold, portulaca, verbena, and cleome were all
good indicator plants. Some perennial plants are also
attacked but, when placed outside, their thrips popula-
tions are not as prolific in an uncontrolled environment
and succumb to predators like the minute pirate bug.
The LILY LEAF BEETLE, Lilwcens UlU, was found in New
Hampshire for the first time in 1997. Reports of lily
damage by this pest in IVlassachusetts and Rhode Is-
land have been mentioned since 1992. It wasn't until
early June of 1997 that a couple of adult beetles along
with some eggs were collected on lily plants growing in
Raymond, New Hampshire, with additional adults col-
lected in Stratham during early August The bright scar-
let beetles are very noticeable, feeding on a wide vari-
ety of lily hosts but only find Lilium sp and Fritillaha sp
suitable for egg deposition. Researchers in Rhode Is-
land are working on various beneficial insects and some
are already showing encouraging prospects that may
help to control this pest
Asian long-horned beetles (ALHB), Anaplophora
glabripenis, affecting Brooklyn, New York neighborhoods
occupied many newspaper headlines Because of all the
notoriety these beetles received, our office was inun-
dated with calls and insect specimens sent in for iden-
tification. The beetles are considered to be extremely
destructive to hardwoods and look similar to our com-
mon white-spotted long-horned beetle. Fortunately, to
date, no ALHB have been found in New Hampshire.
Elongate hemlock scale (Fiorinia scale), Fiorinia
externa, was found on B&B hemlock nursery stock This
is the first reported collection of this insect pest in
New Hampshire. An attempt to determine the state that
the trees originated from proved unsuccessful. However
the New Hampshire broker who distributed the trees
assisted in helping to locate, recover, and destroy all
known infested stock Hemlock trees surrounding the
contaminated nurseries were examined and found free
from any scale and all of the areas will be scouted
again this coming year.
White pine decline, a condition that Maine patholo-
gists think might be brought about by tree stress result-
ing from the 1995 drought, was especially noticeable in
towns throughout Carroll county and in many central
and southern IVlaine counties as well. Browning foliage,
flagging tips and branch mortality, and, occasionally,
tree mortality were all symptoms. The fungus
Caliciopsis pinea was found causing cankers on white
pine. Infected trees exhibited excessive pitch flow on
tree boles, characteristically 20-30 feet above the
ground. There are differences of opinion as to just what
is causing the problem, but everyone is in agreement
that numerous white pine trees are suffering from either
physiological, insect, disease, or unknown causal agents
or a combination of all of the above. Damage was most
severe on poor growing sites and, with the lack of rain
this season, trees may see further evidence of this
malady in 1998.
A full report can be obtained by contacting the Division of
Plant Industry, State Lab Building, Lab D, 6 h\azen Dr.,






Fitting the Pieces in Place
IT'S
THE GREEN FARMHOUSE a mile and a quarter
south of the Alton traffic circle. We haven't gotten to
putting up a sign yet." Bruce and Linda Holmes
have been here for only two years, but, during that
short time, they've built Sunflower Industries into a for-
midable operation
Site work at the farmhouse began in February, 1996.
Three acres to the right of the buildings were graded
Gravel was there—no fill was needed; the first green-
houses—three I9'x96' Ledgewood Farm houses—were
up by the end of March. Ground posts were extended
twelve inches (to five feet) to create straight sides prac-
tical in snow season.
The greenhouses are ten feet apart Between them
were set two seven-foot-high 8 l/2'x96' frames Once the
snow is gone, these are covered with single poly, then
filled with petunias and snaps Heat is brought from the
hot air Siebring furnaces in the larger houses beside
them through a tube inserted through the end wall. A
duct fan at the other end pushes cold air into the
larger house, creating a loop of moving air and good
heat circulation.
The frames are also used to keep rain off summer
annuals and, in the fall, to protect 4 1/2-inch mums
—
particularly ones with white or yellow blossoms—from
frost.
Four 14'x96' houses went up in the late winter of
1997. The row was extended to eight; the last house
was put directly behind the row and perpendicular to
it.
Then, last October, a 30'xl48' Star Steel house was
built across from—and facing—the first row. A garage
door on one end allows vans to be loaded inside. It's
currently used as a holding area for foliage material.
More building is planned—a three-bay 60'xl50' gut-
ter-connected house is next—to be put up alongside
the Star Steel, beginning a second row. And finally, the
central headhouse which will connect the gutter-con-
nected houses with the first three Ledgewoods. This
will be the main work area, a place for storage, and a
more logical shipping and receiving point "A central
building you can expand off from is how most people
would start. We did the opposite, but we needed pro-
duction space as quick as possible."
THE GREEN FARMHOUSE OPERATION is strictly whole-
sale. People are encouraged to pick up orders at the
farm, "although this'll be easier once the headhouse is
built." There are two vans and six routes. One van cov-
ers south-central New Hampshire ..Nashua, Manchester,
Plaistow...; the other covers Maine—Portland, north-cen-
tral, the northern coast as far up as Blue Hill The
Maine route is a lot of mileage, but works out well be-
cause the driver, Russ Bleakney, lives in Cornish and
doesn't need to drive all the way back each night. On
the two days he's not on the road, he works with head
grower Dave Hilton in Alton. "We encourage people to
order ahead, but many buy what looks good to them
right off the van
"
A steady, year-round portion of sales are of foliage,
most of which comes from Florida. Growers there often
specialize and Bruce is in the process of grooming
those that best fit his needs. He and Linda have vis-
ited individual operations and attend the Tropical Plant
International Exposition in Fort Lauderdale each Janu-
ary: "It's a vacation, but also a chance to meet people
and get new ideas." Six-inch ivy is one of the most-
called-for items; assorted three-inch foliage in trays—for
sale individually or used in dish gardens— is another
and he's found high-quality suppliers of both. He's also
found a good source of ferns, another often-requested
item. A trucking line arranges pick-ups and ships up
about a third of a trailer-load every two weeks.
A lot of the seasonal material is grown in Alton.
Methods are basic: he uses one mix; material is potted
up in each individual house; hangers are watered with
spaghetti tubing; bench crops are watered by hand.
He buys in plugs and would like to grow more from
seed, but right now "we're too busy to concentrate on
the timing." Cuttings are taken from some of the hang-
ers and herbs. The last house in the row is used for
propagation. The process is straight-forward—cuttings
are direct-stuck in trays or three-inch pots filled with
the basic mix and put under mist.
"Spring's tricky," Bruce says. "We need to offer a
wide range of material that appeals to a broad base of
people, yet is somehow "special'." Fads are approached
cautiously; it's within the standard framework that vari-
ety occurs: for example, one house may be devoted to
nothing but 4 1/2-inch zonal geraniums—but twenty-five
varieties are grown there.
Eight-inch foliage hangers—spiders, English ivy,
philodendron: there are maybe a dozen basics—sell
year-round ("eventually, I'd like to have 25 of each al-
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ways in stock, but that's in the future"); spring adds
garden and patio items—ivy geraniums, impatiens,
fuchsia... The additional height in the houses allows
hangers to be grown in two layers In April, there can
be as many as five layers of material—on side shelves
above the benches, on and below the benches, and
hangers. Air circulation is crucial, watering starts at the
top and works down, and material is shifted and
opened up whenever possible, but Bruce concedes it's
"a grower's nightmare."
lumbo annuals (5000 7 1/2-inch pots—the material is
raised for this specific purpose! is the major summer
crop.
The fall crop is mums Bruce grows 60,000—85 variet-
ies in four sizes—in a sand pit near the traffic circle
The entire process is done here He makes his own mix
(loam, peat, perlite, vermiculite, manure, mixed with a
front-end loader) and pots up rooted cuttings on a
flatbed trailer; pots are set on weed mat and watered
—
half the crop at a time—with an overhead sprinkler sys-
tem. When the crop's ready, the vans drive in and load
up.
Eight thousand poinsettias—double last year's pro-
duction and ranging in size from four-inch to ten—were
grown. Rooted cuttings arrived in August. Size is con-
trolled with cultural techniques (timing, pinching, nega-
tive DIF), without use of chemicals.
January and February is the time for cooler crops
cineraria, primroses, streptocarpus. Obconica—primrose-
like, but with many-flowered umbels— is a major Easter
crop. Cyclamen and azaleas are available from October
to May.
Bruce continues to try new items: ranunculus in four-
inch pots, tetrastigma ("a huge grape ivy—a lot like
woodbine), variegated helichrysum in hanging baskets;
a yellow impatiens. ..but realizes the standard crops will
dominate.
He caters to middle-sized establishments. A cus-
tomer can buy one item—or a truckload. "The need was
there," Bruce says. "No one else in the state was com-
bining regular delivery with a good assortment and
year-round availability."
THERE ARE TWO OTHER ASPECTS—both retail. On
leased land at the Alton traffic circle are five plastic
houses totalling about 8000 square feet. Three houses
are used for growing year-round—azaleas, cyclamen,
poinsettias, but in spring, all the houses are filled with
bedding plants and on May first. Sunflower Gardens
opens as a retail bedding plant outlet. The place is
open 9-6 seven days a week until the tenth of )uly;
there's one full-time employee. "It's a great spring retail
business—and a place we can pull from for the whole-
sale side of things if necessary."
After luly tenth. Sunflower Gardens becomes self-
serve, with instructions for the customers and a cash
box on the counter "It works slick—we check in a
couple times a day—we've had no problems. Even if
someone took some cash or plants, we'd still be out
ahead."
WOODBURY GARDENS, clearly established on a hill
above the Woodbury Avenue malls and discount stores
in Portsmouth, is the newest part of the mix
Orrin lohnson, operator of the garden center for the
last eighteen years, knew Bruce and Linda (they were
one of his suppliers) and asked if they'd be interested
in taking over the operation.
An established business in a good location, an open-
ing into the lucrative Seacoast market— it seemed too
good to pass up They agreed on September ninth The
next day, Bruce and Linda filled the display area with
mums, Orrin put up an "Open " sign, and they were in
business on the eleventh.
Linda is the manager, but Orrin's quieter presence in
crucial. There's a spacious retail shop and five green-
houses—a 30'x70' glass house attached to the shop, a
second glass house used for additional stock, and three
hoop houses that are filled with bedding plants in
spring No crops are produced here ("we are set up to
be a retail garden center") and Woodbury Gardens
could become a major outlet for Sunflower production
(the yellow impatiens, for example, will be offered ex-
clusively here)
Woodbury Gardens has its own specialties and clien-
tele, but, with the malls and discount stores just down
the street, some of the more distinctive elements will
be developed. The glass house will become an environ-
ment—benching will be less obvious and floor plants
will create a garden around a central fountain. The flo-
rist shop will be expanded; more emphasis will be on
dried and silk arrangements. There will be unique gift
lines and collectibles. Linda sees the Seacoast's classi-
cally proportioned colonial residences and knows the
people living in them want a certain style—something
she calls "Classy Country" This is what she hopes to offer.
Bruce has worked for many people in the horticul-
ture industry—as a grower at Spider Web, in-house
salesperson for Griffin, manager at the Greenery, sales
rep for Skidelsky. His attempt to start a greenhouse op-
eration in Wolfboro turned into a two-year lesson in
small town politics.
Now all that experience is being put to use. And the
elements seem to be fitting nicely into place. (BP)
Bruce and Linda Holmes, Sunflower Industries, PO Box 360,
Alton. NH 03809, can be reached at 603-875-4444.
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NORTH AMERICAN MAPLE PROJECT STAND LOCATONS
The Health of Sugar Maple
Bob Cooke
Imagine
a world without the
sugar maple tree: no sweet
syrup in the springtime; no
cabinets or hardwood floors
made from its clear, straight
grain; woodstoves absent
the warmth of maple logs; no
golden hillsides and roadsides as
we drive through New England in
the fall.
Is this a glimpse of the future?
Concerns over issues such as glo-
bal greenhouse gases raised at
the summit in Kyoto, )apan, have
raised recent questions over the
health and future of our natural
environment. Questions over the
health of sugar maple were first
raised in the latter part of the
1970s. Sugarbush owners, forest-
ers, and the general public began
seeing or reading about reports of a wide-spread de-
cline in the health of sugar maple. In response to
this concern, a group of international scientists con-
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233 stands/bushes from Minnesota to Nova Scotia (see
map). In terms of overall health, more than 90 per-
cent of the sugar maples in these stands are consid-
ered healthy. Across the range of sugar maple, there
has been an slight, but overall, increase in the health
of sugar maple since the project started. For air pol-
lution, the data from NAMP suggests a weak associa-
tion of decreased health in sugar maple and high lev-
els of wet nitrate and wet sulfate deposition. Many of
the measures showed conflicting responses, and
these are being examined Although there are some
cases of management-related effects (overlapping,
etc.), in general there was not a significant decline in
sugar maple caused by managing for maple syrup
production.
The natural mortality (trees that died, excluding
cut or overcrowded trees) averaged less than one
percent per year, which is lower than what is indi-
cated as normal for these stands; hence, there has
not been a widespread dying of sugar maple. In fact,
since 1988, we have seen an overall improvement in
sugar maple health. This overall improvement is asso-
ciated with recovery from damage from a host of
stressors; pear thrips in Vermont and Massachusetts;
forest tent caterpillar and maple webworm in New
York; forest tent caterpillar in Ontario; severe drought
in Michigan and Wisconsin; and extremely cold tem-
peratures in Quebec, as well as others. However,
these stressors can reoccur, become established in
new areas, or landowners anywhere in the northeast-
ern United States and southeastern Canada can have
problems in their individual stands or plantings. So
despite the good report from sugar maple's annual
physical, areas of concern still exist.
Traditional risks to sugar maple are not the only
concerns. With the new global economy and the in-
crease in world trade come new threats to our trees
and forests. Ships and products from all over the
world carry the danger of new insects and diseases.
One of the latest hitchhikers to North America is a
serious threat to sugar maple. The Asian long-horned
beetle {hnoplophora glabhpennis) from China was discov-
ered in Brooklyn, New York, in 1996. A very large
beetle (50 mm), the adults bore into trees for egg-
laying, creating dime-sized holes that can reach 30
mm into the heartwood of trees. Since landing in
New York, the beetle has attacked primarily maple
(sugar, Norway, silver), sycamore, and boxwood. An
eradication program in now in progress.
Bob Cooke, forester with the USDA Forest Service,
and US National Coordinator for the North American
Maple Profect, is in Durham. New Hampshire.
For further information, call him at 603-868-7709.
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also, a full line of quality nursery stock
"Our Senici^ Keeps Groiiiiig and (honing."
Laughton's Garden Center Inc.
Cal Laughton, Florist
Distributors ofNursery Overwintering Blankets
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL NURSERY
NURSERY STOCK • ANNUALS • PERENNIALS • FERTILIZERS • INSECTICIDES
1-800-692-7752
155-165 Princeton Blvd., No. Chelmsford, MA 01863











Grow your business to new heights with
structures, products, and accessories from
Rimol Greenhouse Systems, Inc.
• Greenhouse Structures • Drip Irrigation & Fittings
• GH Film and Polycarbonate • Fertilizer Injectors & Timers
• Heaters, Fans, &. Vents • Plant Carts & Monorail Systems
• Environmental Controls • Shade Cloth & Ground Cover
• Generators & Sensaphones • Benches & Expanded Metal
New Company, New Ideas,
New Way of Doing Business
670 N. Commercial Street
Manchester, NH 03101-1149
Phone: 603-629-9004 Fax 603-629-9023
• Nu-Form Products
• Landmark Products
• Pre-filled Flats & Pots
• Klerks Films
"Helping You to Grow"
B.E. Supply
GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
Hemlock Road, Langdon




• Distributors for Hyde Park &. Sunshine Soils





T'he age-old process of trial-and
error has helped mankind find
many potentially useful plants. One
of these is Echinacea angustifoUa and
its relatives. American Indians are
credited with discovering that the
roots of this native plant had useful
medicinal properties. Then, about
1870, Dr. H.C.F. Meyer of Pawnee
City, Nebraska, introduced it into
general medicine as a "blood puri-
fier," which he marketed and
claimed was useful for treating al-
most any condition—rheumatism,
dyspepsia, dizziness, pain, migraine
headaches, infections of wounds
and sores, rattlesnake bites and
bee stings, tumors, syphilis, gan-
grene, typhoid fever, malaria, hy-
drophobia, and hemorrhoids (A
Treatise on Echinacea, ).U. Lloyd,
Lloyd Brothers, Cincinnati, 1924|.
During the 1920s, this plant was
one of the country's most popular
plant drugs. Although the scope of
usefulness has been narrowed
greatly, echinacea is still in use to-
day, taken internally to build up
the immune system and used topi-
cally for its wound healing action.
How does one find out what part
of the herb to use? How bold must
one be, considering that some herbs
are potent enough to kill rather
than cure? in the case of echinacea,
chewing the roots left an acrid tin-
gling sensation on the tongue,
which led early settlers and mid-
western farmers to try using this
"peculiar" plant to numb pain and
heal snake bites (one of their more
common problems) The native
Americans were using it for this
purpose as well, along with apply-
ing the juice of the plant to burns,
and to their hands, feet, and
mouths to make them insensitive to
heat in order to hold, walk on, or
"swallow" hot coals and fire during
ceremonies [Rhodale's Illustrated Ency-
clopedia of Herbs, 1987| Obviously,
seeing this use and observing that
patients survived the treatment led
to other usages.
To this day, herbalists continue
to grow and use echinacea for its
healing and immune system ben-
efits. Dr Paul Lee, founder of the
Platonic Academy of Herbal Stud-
ies, describes it as "our leading
herb on the list of immuno-stimu-
lants."
Most of the important studies
and modern research of this herb
have been done in Germany, pri-
marily with dosages and prepara-
tions made from the fresh stems
and roots of the plant Echinacea's
healing properties are so valued in
Germany that it has been approved
by Kommission E, similar to our
FDA, and the costs of prescriptions
are reimbursed by insurance com-
panies. The preparations are in-
tended to be used for injection or
applied locally or taken by mouth
Injections are not yet available in
the United States (my source is The
Honest Herbal, by Varro E. Tyler.
PhD—the third edition, published
in 1993), although the uses of
herbal medicines are rapidly
changing.
Like St. John's wort, echinacea is
a popular herbal drug available at
local health food stores, at over-
the-counter shelves at drugs stores,
and even at area Wal-Marts. You
will find it in liquid forms as a tinc-
ture in alcohol, in syrups (as in
Echinacea Ginger Wonder Syrup for
Colds and Flu, manufactured by
New Chapter, Inc., Brattleboro, Ver-
mont), and in capsules. C. Hobbs,
in The Echinacea Handbook (1989),
states that echinacea in powdered
form in a capsule would probably
be relatively inactive: it's the liquid
form that stimulates lymphatic tis-
sue in the mouth, thereby initiating
an immune response.
The current most common use
for this herb is to fight off colds or
flu. A tincture or syrup is probably
easiest to use. (Some companies
sell false echinacea, which comes
from a type of chrysanthemum and
does not have true healing proper-
ties. To test the tincture, put a
drop of it on your tongue. If it
tingles and feels slightly numb, the
tincture is probably genuine.)
About 20-30 drops of extract or
tincture taken in water or tea twice
a day is the normal dose for adults.
It's a good idea to consult a health
professional and to be aware that
there is the possibility of an aller-
gic reaction, although there seems
to be little problem.
Nine species of echinacea grow
in the United States. Along with E.
angustifoUa, E. palladia, known as
pale-flowered echinacea, and E.
purpurea, or purple coneflower, are
the most common garden varieties.
The plant is suitable for most North
American outdoor gardens, hardy to
zone 3, and attractive in perennial
borders, native plant gardens, and
informal areas. Its flower is highly
beneficial to bees and butterflies
and, in winter, if the gardener
leaves the sturdy seedhead intact,
finches and other small birds will
feed on the seeds.
With the growing interest in
herbal medicines and natural thera-
peutic remedies, there's no doubt
that this attractive plant will con-
tinue to hold attention.
Tanya ]ackson, well-known area herbalist,
can be reached at 603-431-801 1.
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Wholesale
SOO FARM & NURSERY. rNC
Gold Star Whsltsale Nursery is a family owned business. Since 1952 we
have been ofTeruig the fioesi wholesale planting materials to landscape contractois
throughout the N£. area along with the one element that truly sets
us apart from the competition-service.
Gold Star welcomes your comments and suggestions.
Make us your ooe-stop for the best in wholesale landscape supplies
Canlerburv.NewHanip.shire 03224 Exit 18, 1-93, 1/2 mile Tel: 800-2874716
TheMoreYou Grow, The More You Know.
wTc'vc been in this business a long time. We know our
customer's needs and demands. It dosen'i make a difference of the
lime of year or tfie size of the project. Northeast Nursery covers ii
all. With the widest selection in wholesale plant matenals and
landscape supplies in all of New England it's no wonder many
consider Northeast Nursery the best One-Stop shopping for all
your landscape and green supplies.
Supplying Fine Plant Material & Landscape Supplies
234 Newbury Street, Rt. 1 South
Peabody, MA 01960
Tel. (508) 535-6550 Fax (508) 535-5247
WHOLESALE
NURSERY
TREES • EVERGREENS • SHRUBS
150 acres of quality plants
Write for catalog
Member MNA. NENA




HARRY STOLLER & CO., Inc.
109-113 Essex St., Haverhill, Mass. 01830, (508) 373-6838, (800) 322-0332
We cater to the small and medium size nursery in any quantity desired:
1. New heavy grade domestic burlap sqs.
untreated & no-rot-treated
2. Open burlap bags
3. New windbreak burlap
4. Balling bags
5. Wire baskets
6. Flat-folded burlap basket liners
7. Truck covers
a Sisal twine & poly twine




The hustle and bustle of the holiday season
may be over, but this certainly Is not the
case for you as a grower as you begin your
spring production season. Did you know that
there was also another season—one occurring
right now and close to Its peak? It's a season
that arrives rain or shine and Is filled with a
myriad of new Information to be absorbed.
Some of this Information was discussed In the
last Pioneer Pointer. That's right— it's TAX
SEASONI And despite the demands of taking
orders from customers and building an Inven-
tory of quality plant material, filing and paying
Income taxes are things that need to be done.
Here's a short—but Important—list of Infor-
mation you need to compile to better prepare
for the 1997 tax season:
1. Collect your 1099 Interest and Dividend
Statements issued from banks as well as any
1098 Interest Paid Statements from banks and
dealers;
2. Gather your farm records for the 1997 sea-
son (hopefully, you've been maintaining a
good record of your income and expenses
throughout the year);
3. List capital assets sold (I.e., equipment,
land, securities, etc.) and Include such
information as sales price, original basis
(cost), and date sold;
4. List capital/business assets (Including
equipment) purchased. This Is critical In order
to keep track of depreciation, which is an im-
portant write-off for your business (include
purchase price, date placed in service, and
trade-in Information).
5. Collect some of your personal expenses
(charitable contributions, medical expenses,
real estate taxes, home mortgage Interest). If
these expenses exceed $6,900 (married filing
Joint), It may be advantageous to itemize on
your return;
6. Collect any other non-farm Income sources,
such as W-2s, rental Income, or IRA distribu-
tions;
7. Be sure to check Into the deductibility of
contributing to an Individual retirement ac-
count (IRA) by the time you file ($2000 for
single; $4000 for joint) as It may help reduce
your tax liability.
First Pioneer Farm Credit, ACA, has an
experienced staff knowledgeable in farm tax law.
if you'd like us to prepare your income taxes or
would like more information regarding the recent





OF A L T w IV
WHOLESALE GROWERS and SUPPLIERS
of QUALITY PLANTS
Spring Annuals • Geraniums • Hanging Baskerts
Perennials and Foliage Plants 3" to 10"
P.O. Box 360 • Alton NH 03809 • Tel: 603-875-4444
Located on Route 28, 1
Ozvners Bruce and Linda Holmes
I ^ mile south of the Alton Traffic Circle






BARK MULCH.. .by the tractor-trailer load
Hemlock • Cedar • Mix • Premium Mix • Dark Mix
BAGGED PRODUCTS...
Our own Bark Mulch in 2 and 3 cuft bags
Hemlock • Pine-Spruce • Cedar • Spruce-Hemlock
Dark Bark
^^ Pine Bark Nuggets and Mini Nuggets &Hemlock Bark Nuggets and Mini Nuggets
Now made in our plant at Poland Spring. ME
Soils & Manures














Box 56 • Route 10 • East Lempster. NH 03605
Phone: 1-800-863-8300 • FAX: 1-800-863-7814
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Made and used by Jolly Farmer
Phone: 1-800-879-2275 • FAX: 1-207-998-2006
"Integrity, quality, & reliable service since 1967'
Box 56 - Route 10 • East Lempster. NH 03605




viewers of Quality Liners^& Finished Material
7316 PLEASANT STREET LOUDON NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301
603-435-8361 OR 1-800-343-4784 FAX 603-435-6849
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DIAGNOSTIC UPDATE
Happy New Year! Although
this is a slow time in the
Diagnostic Lab, it's been a busy
month for meetings and work-
shops The Christmas Tree Pest
Management Workshop was held
in Keene on |anuary 8-9 and was
once again a great success and a
lot of fun. If you work with
Christmas trees, and haven't at-
tended this workshop, you should
plan on it for 2000. I hope all of
you survived the "ice storm of
the century" with minimal dam-
age. 1 would suspect, however,
that many of us will be dealing
with cleanup well into the
spring. For those landscape trees
that can be salvaged, it will be
important to prune the ragged
damage to relatively clean
wounds to allow for better heal-
ing during the growing season.
Although relatively few samples
were received in the last two
months, some were notable. Rhizo-
SPHAERA NEEDLE BLIGHT was Con-
firmed on a couple of balsam fir
samples. This disease seems to
be on the increase and is quite
prevalent in native stands of fir.
Delphinella shoot blight is an-
other fungal disease that ap-
pears to be increasing on firs
throughout the New England
states. The fungus infects the
new growth and causes injury
that may resemble frost damage.
Problems on greenhouse crops
were relatively few during No-
vember and December Although
there was only one confirmed
case of Powdery Mildew on
poinsettias sent to the PDL this
season, the disease was more
prevalent than last year in most
areas of the country Low tem-
peratures and low light condi-
tions contributed to EARLY LEAF
DROP in some of the poinsettia
crop. The problem was first evi-
dent as a slight constriction of
the petiole followed by yellow-
ing, then leaf drop. In another
case, high temperatures (to push
the growth) resulted indirectly in
a NUTRIENT DEFICIENCY (low nitro-
gen and potassium). INSV was
confirmed on Swedish Ivy Many
of the leaves exhibited distorted
growth, stunting, and necrotic ar-
eas. Some of the damage re-
sembled pesticide injury. Ring-
spots were noticeable on only a
few leaves.
J.D. Power and Associates ranks International
Best conventional






LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS, INC.
1400 South Willow Street, Manchester, NH 03103
(603) 623-8873 NE WATS: 1-800-562-3814
Inside or out,
OMury is covered.
As the authonzed Hamois dealer in the
Northeast, the professional staff at
Greenhouse Supply, inc. will handle all your
greenhouse needs. Whether you are looking for
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DIAGNOSTIC UPDATE
That sums it up for interesting
samples received by the PDL.
What should we watch for in the
coming months? Remember that
pythium root rot and botrytis
blight are the most common
problems in greenhouse crops
To avoid problems (especially to
those tender bedding plants),
remember nothing beats sanita-
tion, good air circulation, and
careful monitoring for preventing
disease problems. Greenhouse
crops should also be monitored
for thrips and any symptoms of
INSV (ringspots, necrotic spots,
stunting, growth distortion, etc ).
Suspect plants should be iso-
lated and samples should be
submitted for testing Geraniums
should be monitored for bacte-
rial blight Although the crop has
been relatively clean for the last
couple of bedding plant seasons,
it is always a potential problem.
The most common symptom is
wilting of one or more leaves,
even though the soil is moist.
Leaf spotting, although less com-
mon than wilt, may occur if se-
verely infected plants are
present nearby. Leaf spots de-
velop when the bacterium is
splashed from one plant to an-
other or drips from hanging bas-
kets onto plants below. Leaf
spotting is usually accompanied
by yellowing, often in a V-
shaped pattern. If bacterial
blight is suspected, a laboratory
diagnosis is necessary to confirm
the presence of the bacterium.
If you wish to submit plant material
to the PDL for diagnosis, send samples
{with a check for $12.00 for each plant
species) to-. The UNH Plant Diagnostic
Lab, C/O Dr. Cheryl Smith, Plant
Biology Department, Nesmith Hall-
UNH, Durham, NH 03824 Samples
should be accompanied by an
identification form {available from
your county Cooperative Extension).
Cheryl Smith is the UNH Cooperative
Extension Specialist ^ m
in Plant Wealth, and ^
can be reached at ^(^ *
603-862-3841. •
1-800-447-4745
visit our website: www.westernmainenurseries.cem
&/r bare-root conifer
seedMigs and transplants
hax^fieiped to keep landowners,
"taf^crs, nurseries, and forest
industries successfully in the
green for seventy-five years.




^^ESTERN^n^ AINENURSERIES^^^^^^^^^^JP^B ^^^ ESTABLISHED 1923 INC
no. Box 250. Frveburg, ME 0403^
Fax: (207) ')35-2043
Email: wmnirees@nxi.com
Homes • Bams • Livestock
Machinery • Farmer's Liability
Livestock Health & Mortality
Workers Compensations • Auto
Insure with New Hampshire's
largest independent agricultural agency.
1*800-439-2451
will put you in touch with an
agricultural insurance professional.
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TAKE ROOT v)^ SHERMAN!
"^•Iling to tom*on* craotat a sal*,




29 Mountain Terrace Road
West Hartford, CT 06107
Toll Free 1-600-431-6625
or 1 •460-521 -2638
Fax 1-660-561-4130
Professional * Experienced * Dedicated
SHERMAN NURSERY COMPANY
P.O. Box 579 • 1300 Grove Street
Charles City, Iowa 50616-0579
1-800-747-5980 or 1-515-228-1124
Fax 1-800-361-7759
"Growing With America Since 1884"
Skerinan ojgfers a. co>nptete line ojbareroot and coittamer n.urs
ery stock mciwdiKig Frmt Trees, Stnall Frwit, Skwde and. Oma-
mewtnl Trees, Ornamtn.ta.\. SKrwbs, Promts, Roses, Evergreetts,
Hedging, Vines, Perennials, Rooted Cuttings and Potted Liners
^^WF ^^WF ^^WF ^^WF ^^WF
VanBerkum Nursery
WHOLESALE CONTAINER PERENNIALS
4 James Road Deerfield, NH 03037
ph. (603) 463-7663 fax (603) 463-7326
taraiedCombustion
tHig^ Efficiency
• 80% Seasonal Efficiency • 82%
Thermal Efficiency • Horizontal or
Vertical Venting •20%+ Fuel Savings
Versus Gravity-Vented Products • 100%
Outside Air for Combustion • Stainless-Steel Sec-
ondary Heat-Exchanger Ttibes • Sealed Compart-
ment Protects Combination Protects Combination
Gas Control, Ignition Control, Manifold and Burner
The naturalgas savings alone compared to conventionalgravity-vented units
result in a complete payback as short as 1.64 years.
^5«'»55;?






CONNECTICUT MAINE NEW YORK-Latham
20 Grandview Court 50 West Gray Road 4 Airport Park Boulevard
Cheshire, CT 06410 Gray. ME 04039 Latham. NY 12110
Phone: 203-699-0919 Phone 207-657-5442 Phone:518-786-3500



















Although there's no one State Flower Show, several smaller,
more regional shows can offer some of the satisfactions
of a large event.
Keene's "The Breath of Spring" Flower Show on March 20-23
(the theme is "Flowers in Wonderland" and Roger Swain, Victory
garden host, will be speaking on March 22 at 4:30 pm) and the
Seacoast Flower, Home and Garden Show at the Whittemore
Arena on March 27-29 ("Country Gardens" is their theme) and
The UNH Greenhouse Open House (March 27-28), both in
Durham, are three that come to mind.
Celebration of the fifteenth (crystal) anniversary of the found-
ing of the New Hampshire Orchid Society (NHOS) will be the
theme of the society's seventh annual show, to be held at the
National Guard Armory, Daniel Webster Highway, Nashua, on
April 24-26. There will be special exhibits and trophies, more cut
flower displays, and "real orchid education programs"—topics will
be more general, in order to encourage new people to look into
this serious and satisfying horticultural endeavor.
People interested in exhibiting or vending should contact Ulla
lurrissen, chairperson, at 207-439-0922; for other information, con-
tact loanna Eckstrom at 603-654-5070.
Outside the state, shows in Portland, Bangor, Burlington, and
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GEORGE TIMM / Davis Brook Farm
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